
THE DERBYSHIRE PUB QUIZ LEAGUE

ANNUAL MEETING FOR TEAMS 

held on Wednesday 8 June 2016 at the Black Cow, Dalbury Lees at 8.00 pm

MINUTES

Attendee Pub Attendee Pub
Sally Levitt Black Cow Alan Smith Burton Bridge Inn 

Richard Dobson Black Cow Debs Simpson Duke of Clarence A  

Tony Mac Donald Duke of Clarence B Stephen Hatcher Brunswick

Jane Fogg Duke of Clarence B Iwan Thomas Royal Oak Ockbrook

Dorothy Ireland Duke of Clarence B Craig Robbins Brunswick

Chris Willis Dew Drop Inn  David Edwards Son of Lakeside 

Dennis Slater Square & Compass Nigel Coe Bowling Green

Sylvia Taylor Cliff Inn Alison Coe Bowling Green

John Hustler Cliff Inn

1.  Apologies for absence:  Les Hurst,  Mike McKenna,  John Wesson,
Brendan Quinn,  Liz Banks

2.  Minutes of Annual Meeting held on Wednesday 17 June 2015
Correction para 9:  Burton Bridge Inn won the Plate competition not the Bridge U.

3.  Matters arising: there were none
4.  Review of 2015-2016 League Season

 Very tight matches in Dove Division resulting in “Fun!”
 Don Ingham had canvassed all teams in Barmote resulting in a preferred starting 

time of 8pm.  Only two teams wished to start at 8.30.  All amicably arranged.
 Reps from Barmote reported a general liking for the bigger division of 12 teams.
 Good standard of questions with very few disputed answers, thanks to the 

verifier.
 Teams appear to like to know who set the questions.

5. Website:  Les again commended for maintaining the site. Only one comment that 
perhaps it is a little ‘big’

6.  Arrangements for the 2016 - 2017 League Season
 The Brunswick Team are moving to the Royal Oak for the coming season and 

Iwan Thomas will join them.
 Green Man A and the Farmyard are not taking part this year.
 This leaves 25 teams.  David is proposing  3 divisions – Barmote with 11 teams 

and Dove and Trent with 7 each.  This will incur some byes.    This set up makes 
Tony McDonald’s suggestion for a Dove/Trent division play-off at the end of the 
season more feasible.  Chris Willis suggested a different Dove/Trent split 
because of the travelling distances involved for that team. 

 The committee was informed in March that Mike McKenna was ’retiring’ from the 
League together with the Royal Oak Team.  He is thanked for all his good work 



after taking over from Ian Robertson as General Secretary and Quiz Preparation 
Facilitator, and especially his work on the League Constitution and the League 
Rules.

 An appeal was extended to the League to find a new Quiz Preparation Facilitator 
– a very valued job but there had been no takers.  Because of this, David 
Edwards has been considering electronic question distribution based on systems
used elsewhere in the country.  Sylvia expressed concern that some teams in 
Barmote may think they would rather leave than try to cope with this.  It was 
suggested we might run a couple of trial weeks and another session of practical 
instruction in September.

 Needing an independent person to arrange the password distribution, it was 
suggested that maybe the verifier could do this and send the verified questions 
directly to Les.  It was also suggested there should be a back-up phone contact 
on Wednesday evenings. A lot to consider!

 Sally introduced her version of a Question Readers Mark Sheet, this not be 
confused with the traditional Score Sheet although David thought the two 
functions could be combined.  

7.  Chairman's Charity Quiz Night held on 7 October 2015  at the Royal Oak, Ockbrook  
 A successful evening resulting in £313 being sent to the Colin Bloomfield 

Melanoma Appeal.
 Recommendations for 2016-17  Dave Edwards and team will be preparing the 

questions and the Charity Quiz will be held at JCB Lakeside Club on 28 
September, as the opener to the season.

8.  Open Trophy and Plate Finals Night held at the JCB Lakeside Club, Weds  27 April 
 Winners: Open Trophy – Blue Stoops (71 v 55 Lakeside)

Plate – Bowling Green (59 v 49 Strutt Club)
 Two glass trophies have been purchased to award to the North and South 

Charity Quiz Winners in memory of Ian Robertson
 Alan queried the tie-break rules as issued with the various rounds.  We need to 

look at the rules again and consider them together with other aspects of running 
the competition e.g. maintaining maximum playing opportunities and working with
unusual numbers of teams.  Action: David and Committee

 Alan also commented on the disparity of perceived standard of questions 
particularly in the team rounds and Nigel commented on the low aggregate score
in the Plate (108)  There was discussion on whether the questions in the SF and 
Final should be harder.

9. Awards Evening and Brain of Derbyshire at the Royal Oak, Ockbrook on Weds 18 
May 2016
Winner: Iwan Thomas who will prepare the quiz for next year.  It was agreed to 
suggest we shorten the 15–to-1 quiz by giving only 2 lives and making the questions 
a little harder.

10.  Proposals for the AGM  -  none
12. AOB  -  none  

Meeting closed at 9.15pm

There followed a session where 3 screens were able to access the questions using 
downloads and passwords and 2 were unable to.  (I have since managed to do 
mine!)
Sally Levitt
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